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Vision and keeping ahead of the competition is what 
makes your distributors, agents, and consumers coming 
back every day.  The reality is that many carriers are 
faced with tough choices of how to maximize their 
vision due to lack of internal resources. There are simply 
too many projects and too little staff to make them all 
happen.

GGreat eDelivery platforms should help carriers get 
beyond the “staffing barrier” and be flexible enough 
to take and send data in a variety of formats, have 
the ability to compile your documents together in any 
order you pick, and not require your documents to be 
PDF ready.  Moreover, they should require little to no 
development resources and instead rely on a BA and 
prproject lead to implement.

Such eDelivery platforms can dramatically reduce the 
required resources at a carrier thus freeing them up 
to work on other vision critical projects.   Doing so can 
give a carrier a quick win with both senior leaders in 
the organization as well as distributors and agents in 
the field.

Insurance carriers are saying that they have 
7-10 X as many projects that need to get 
done each year than they have staff to 
complete.

internal resource constraints

eDelivery 
at half the 
cost, half the 
resources, and 
half the time to 
implement.
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distributor needs
As more and more carriers roll out their own eDelivery solutions, they often over simplify the 
process making it difficult, for distributors to use these platforms well.   Why are distributors 
struggling? Because the eDelivery landscape is cluttered with too many carrier one-off 
solutions and selling channels are starting to demand more.

In today’s competitive environment, carriers are being asked more and more to meet the 
unique needs of their distributors.  Managing an eDelivery platform comes with the same 
set of challenges as these distributors are selling into different channels.  It’s no wonder that 
adoption is difficult because often these demands are becoming non-negotiable as certain 
channels are being forced to meet tougher compliance and customer requirements.

FoFor many carriers these challenges only compound themselves and ultimately make these 
technologies impossible to support.  Carriers should be looking towards technology vendors to 
help solve these problems instead of making them worse. PSG’s eDelivery platform, expedite, 
gives carriers the ability to build a core document package with specific rules, while also 
allowing distributors to manage unique needs on their own without involving the carrier..  This 
frees up carrier resources without restricting the field - all in all, everyone gets what they need 
and adoption goes up dramatically.  

of distributors want more control 
over the epolicy delivery process.

is your edelivery ready for 

72%
• Unique distributor workflows

• Working with a processing center

• Broker Dealer requirements

• Adding 3rd party compliance 

   documents

• Custom distribution emails

• Setting custom alerts• Setting custom alerts

• Managing auto-approvals

• Multi-carrier dashboard



Fast • Flexible • Friendly 
ePolicy delivery is becoming table stakes for most carriers today, and those with one that can 
meet the demands of their varying distribution channel needs will be holding all the right cards.  
Carriers need to ask themselves how they are going to compete with inadequate solutions that 
cannot pivot quickly in today’s ever changing landscape.

With expedite, it’s truly magical how easy and fast it can be to offer a great ePolicy delivery 
solution.  Call us today to see why carriers just like you are choosing expedite to make a positive 
difference with their customers.

info@psginc.co |   866.236.6262 x 225

oh, oh, it's magic
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